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The Dana Deathtrap
Matthew Finger
Managing Editor

Newswire photo By Erika Bresee

Julie Hawk, a Xavier sophomore, was struck by a car while in
the crosswalk on Dana Avenue that
connects the main campus with the
Village and the Alumni Center, on
Oct. 1.
Hawk was crossing the street
at about 3:37 p.m. with another
student. After waiting for traffic to
stop she crossed and was hit by a
gold Buick Century, according to a
Cincinnati Police report.
The Buick, driven by Erich Zwertschek, was stopped in front of
the crosswalk waiting for Hawk
to cross when a Ford Econoline
struck the back of the vehicle.
The Buick was pushed forward
by the impact, and stuck Hawk
who was, at the time, crossing in
front of Zwertschek.
“I flipped into the air and somehow landed without hitting my
head,” said Hawk. The driver of
the van, James Harrison, had no
license or insurance, according to
Hawk.
This accident came just four
days before a 15-year-old girl was
killed on Montgomery Road when

she exited a school bus and was hit
by a car.
“We are thankful that the student who was hit by the car was
not badly injured,” said Associate
Provost for Student Life Dr. Kath-

“What is it going to
take for Xavier to
really show some
concern?
Someone to die?”
-Julie Hawk

leen Simons. “The student did
everything right — crossed at the
cross walk, looked both ways, was
not on a cell phone nor otherwise
distracted.”
Since Dana Avenue is under the
jurisdiction of the City of Cincinnati and not Xavier, the university
cannot make changes to the traffic
situation at will.
The Dana Avenue crosswalk
is particularly dangerous for pe-

destrians because there is no stop
light and the crosswalk is located
at a corner and on a hill.
“Members of the senior administration are very concerned about
the traffic on Dana Avenue and the
potential risk to students, faculty
and staff attempting to cross the
street,” said Simons.
“John Kucia, Vice President for
Administration, is working with
the city to bring attention to our
concern and to try to develop a safer street crossing environment.”
As for Hawk, she is thankful
that she is alright, but is wondering
if anyone will remedy the danger
to pedestrians.
“I should be dead. Luckily, I
only have a sprained and cut foot
and bruises and soreness,” Hawk
stated. “What is it going to take for
Xavier to really show some concern? Someone to die?”
According to the Cincinnati
Department of Transportation
and Engineering, only three rearend accidents have occurred at
the Dana Avenue crosswalk since
2004.

Blue Blob makes it big in Bristol
Jeff McMurray
Feature News Editor

What do Pro Football Hall
of Fame member Jim Kelly and
ESPN sports anchors Scott van
Pelt and John Anderson have in
common?
No, it’s not their college degree,
and no, it’s not their love of ice
cream. Instead it is their appearances with the Blue Blob in Sport
Center commercials.
Students and alumni alike have
taken notice of the two new Sports
photos courtesy espn.com
Center commercials featuring the The Blue Blob starred in Sportcenter spots with ESPN personalities Scott Van Pelt and John Anderson, as well
fan favorite mascot. With the com- as NFL legend and Hall of Famer Jim Kelly.
mercials, the Blob has joined the
“What was great is that between
“A contact at ESPN called
The first commercial has the
storied history of college mascots and asked about the availability Blob in a motion capture suit wait- takes, everyone was cracking jokes
on ESPN; a history that includes of the Blob,” said Gazdik. “She ing with John Anderson and Scott and telling stories. The anchors
the gator from the University of then sent a couple scripts for my van Pelt to have their motions cap- were really funny guys, great to
Florida.
approval. Once we approved the tured for an ESPN Sports Anchor work with. It was also nice when
But how did the Xavier mascot scripts, a mascot went up there and video game.
they asked for my autograph,” said
get to such a public stage?
took part in the shoots. They shot
“Everyone was completely pro- Wimsatt.
Former Assistant Director of those spots and improvised a few fessional,” said Chris Wimsatt who
When asked about the ESPN
Marketing in the Athletic Depart- others.”
portrays the Blue Blob. “They family as a whole, Wimsatt said
ment Mark Gazdik was the man
As of right now, there are only were all aware of Xavier and the “they were really friendly. They
responsible for the Blue Blob’s na- two commercials on ESPN featur- Blue Blob before I got to Bristol, made me feel right at home. One
tional debut.
of the best parts about it was the
ing the Blue Blob.
which was nice.”
©2007
The Xavier Newswire
All rights reserved

food, it was really impressive.”
The second commercial airing
right now is a heated rock, paper,
scissors contest between the Blob
and Pro Football Hall of Famer
Jim Kelly.
Though the commercial ended
up looking great, it came about accidentally.
The Blob was in the process of
filming another commercial for
ESPN but during the break, Jim
Kelly challenged the Blob to an
rock, paper, scissors match. It was
then the director thought it would
look great on TV and videotaped
the match.
“It’s tough to have a rock, paper, scissors strategy against a
Hall of Famer like Jim Kelly. You
really can’t out think him,” said
Wimsatt.
The result of the contest was
the Blob winning and eating Jim
Kelly’s Hall of Fame jacket.
“I was kind of surprised he let
me do that to his jacket, since it
was his only one,” said Wimsatt.

Inside the ’Wire…
• SAC’s food fight goes awry, we have the details: Campus News, page 2
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Shantytown
Shantytown begins Sunday,
Oct. 21. This year’s theme is
“Global Village: Our World, Our
Homes.” Groups can build their
shanties from 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
on Sunday, Oct. 21. As part of
Shantytown, there will be a VegOut at the Dorothy Day house at
5 p.m on Monday, Oct. 22 and a
cookout on the greenspace from
5-7 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 24.
The Shantytown board will also
present the movie “City of Joy,”
at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 23 in
Kelley Auditorium and speaker
Donald Whitehead, Hamilton
County coroner, at 6 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 24 in Kelley
Auditorium. For more information contact Lauren Grove at
grovel@xavier.edu.

Lunch discussion
Dr. Kathleen Simons, Associate Provost for Student Life and
Leadership is hosting a meet and
talk, “Take it to the ‘Mat’” on
Thursday, Oct. 18, from 12-1
p.m. in the cafeteria. Students
are invited to ask questions, raise
concerns and propose new ideas.
Students not on a meal plan can
call 745-3166 to arrange for a
meal pass.

Scholarship
brunch
The Rho Xi Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. will
host the Third Annual Rebecca
Sewell-Cummings Scholarship
Brunch on Saturday, Nov. 3, at
11 a.m. at the Historic Vernon
Manor Hotel. Tickets will be on
sale beginning Tuesday, Oct. 16
in the Office of Multicultural
Affairs. Student tickets are $10
and non-student tickets are $15.
Please contact Shonda Daniels
at rhoxi4dst@hotmail.com for
more information.

Bengals football
The Athletic Training Club
will be selling raffle tickets for
a signed Bengals football from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the cafeteria
this week. The ball is signed by
Carson Palmer, Rudi Johnson,
Chad Johnson and TJ Houshmanzadeh. Tickets are $1each
or 6 for $5. Call Katie Rapking
at (513) 218-1828 or email rapkingkm@xavier.edu for more
information.

Greece trip
There will be an informational
session about a study abroad trip
to Greece in summer 2008 on
Wednesday, Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m.
in the 10th floor of Schott Hall.
Courses in fine arts, theology, social science and economics will
be offered on the trip, so come
learn more about how crossing
borders can change the way you
live. Contact Ed Cueva at x1931
or email cueva@xavier.edu for
more information.
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SAC cancels condiment contest
Elizabeth Sullivan
Assistant Campus News Editor

SAC’s Weekday Committee
sponsored a $450 ‘food fight’ in the
Gallagher Student Center atrium
on Tuesday, Oct. 9, which quickly
ended after it was seen to be a danger
to students.
According to SAC member Jackie
Baker, the event was planned to be
a “new and exciting” activity, but
suffered some glitches.
Baker said that the event was cancelled at the discretion of Jim Miller,
the GSC manager and JB Bailey, the
SAC advisor, because the tarp on the
floor meant to protect GSC had become too slippery and was a danger
to the students playing on it.
The program was supposed to
consist of 15 teams competing in
five rounds of action. The winning
team would have been determined
by which team had the cleanest white
shirts at the end of each round.
Each round was to consist of
three teams battling with bottles of
chocolate syrup, ketchup, mustard,
four colored water balloons and
Kool-Aid filled water guns.
The decision was made to use
condiments and colored water instead of actual food after SAC
decided that “wasting food was not
congruent with Jesuit ideals” and
that using condiments would not be
wasteful, said SAC Weekday Committee member Josh Badall.
To try to balance out the food
used, SAC required that each partici-

pant donate $1 or a canned good to
be able to participate in the fight.
Andrew Fenton, a student who
came to the event, said that the
food fight started late and only
lasted one round, with many students, including himself, left out
of the action.
Badall said that the organization
“feels terrible” about cancelling
the event, but concerns for the
cleanliness of GSC and student
safety were too overwhelming to
ignore.
Both Baker and Badall agreed
that SAC did not realize how
slippery and dangerous the tarps
were going to become, and that if
they had known, other provisions
would have been made to keep the
event going.
Baker said that SAC did make
all students participating sign what
she called a “standard release
form” that SAC requires all participants to sign for SAC events.
However, several students wondered about the use of the waiver
for this event.
“I go to so many on campus and
off-campus SAC events and I have
never signed a waiver before,” said
sophomore Emily Williston.
“I don’t see why they had to
cancel the food fight after we just
signed waivers saying that we
participated at our own risk,” said
junior Shannon Lloyd.
Fenton wonders if “the cancellation could have been avoided if
new floor tarps were laid out after

each round.”
According to junior Chris Sipes,
who observed the event, the cleanup
after the event ended went smoothly. SAC members removed the tarps
and put all the tables and chairs back
where they had found them.
No traces of the food fight remained after the event except for
the tarps, which were thrown away

in the dumpsters behind GSC.
Both Baker and Badall agree
that SAC does not view this event
as a failure. The large turnout and
the enthusiasm for the event has
motivated them to come up with
other “original” events for students
to enjoy.

Newswire photo by erika Breese

Students who signed up to participate in the food fight were disappointed
when the food fight was cancelled after the first round due to safety
concerns.

Teacher Feature: Dr. Sotelo
Megan Jacobs
Staff Writer

Contrary to what some believe,
tapas, Antonio Banderas and salsa
dancing are only a few limited aspects of Spanish culture. Although
people may be familiar with Spanish food or music, language classes
can further one’s understanding of
Spanish culture.
Dr. Robin Sotelo, a Spanish 102,
201 and 202 professor, shares some
of her favorite things about Spanish
culture.
Q: What degrees do you have?
A: I have a Communications
degree and a Latin American degree
from the University of Cincinnati,
furthered in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Q: If you weren’t a teacher,
what would you do with your Spanish education?
A: Probably I would be doing
public relations work or working as
a company representative.
Q: What did you want to be
when you were little?
A: A rich lady.
Q: How did you become interested in teaching Spanish?
A: A teacher pointed out to me
that I had a gift for the language. I
taught English to foreign students
and through that learned I liked
teaching languages.

Q: What is your biggest pet
peeve when it comes to students?
A: I don’t have a ton, but monosyllabic responses are one.
Q: What is your favorite thing
about Xavier?
A: I work with a great team in
the modern languages department,
and I have nothing but good experiences with my students. I like that
I know all my students’ names.

Q: If you could go to any Spanish-speaking country, where would
you go?
A: Argentina. I want to experience the food, the culture and the
tango.
Q: What is your favorite Spanish movie?
A: “El Mar a Dentro.” I loved
that movie.

Q: If you could change one
thing about Xavier, what would
it be?
A: I would put the health center
closer to the dorms. That would be
a good physical change.

Q: Who is your favorite Hispanic actor/actress?
A: Currently I like Antonio
Banderas’ work, but an older actor
I admire is Alain Delon. I also like
Salma Hayek and Javier Bardem
from “El Mar a Dentro.”

Q: If you could join any club at
Xavier, which one would it be?
A: I would be part of the tapas
and wine Spanish conversation
club, if it existed.

Q: If you were a contestant
on “Survivor,” what one thing
would you bring that you can’t
live without?
A: Coffee.

Q: How long did you live in
Mexico?
A: I lived four years in Guadalajara and taught English.

Q: What is your favorite Spanish song?
A: I’m not good with favorites;
I like too many. One of my favorites
is “Sin Ti.”

Q: Do you think Spanish is the
most important second language
for students to study?
A: Obviously Spanish will enable someone to speak with the
largest amount of people, besides
Chinese, but I think that speaking
any language besides your own is
beautiful.

Q: Do you have any advice for
your students?
A: Sometimes students don’t
realize all the opportunities. They
should take advantage of them at all
times, especially cultural activities,
symphonies, ballet and theater. All
have student discount prices.

photo by Megan Jacobs

Q: What was the hardest part
about college for you?
A: Those pesky tests.
Q: What is your favorite Spanish-speaking country to visit?
A: That would have to be Mexico. It is the only Spanish-speaking
country I have visited, but I hope
to know more.
Q: What was it like living
abroad?
A: Fantastic, life-changing and
mind-opening. It was great. I loved
learning how to navigate in a place
that speaks a different language.
Q: Anything else you want the
students to know about you?
A: I’m a kick-butt Scrabble
player. I have a set in Spanish and
English.
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Police Notes
Oct. 3, 5:43 p.m.- A student reported
the theft of an unattended cell phone
in O’Conner Sports Center.

Oct. 5, 8:36 a.m.- A physical plant
employee reported the theft of two
recycling bins and one trash can
from University Drive.

Oct. 7, 12:12 p.m.- Campus
Police assisted a charter bus stuck
near the entrance to the O’Conner
Sports Center, which caused
minor damage to the landscaping
and the pavement.
Oct. 7, 3:10 p.m.- A student
reported a hit and run accident
in the R-1 lot.

Oct. 7, 12:45 a.m.- Two students
found lying on Dana Avenue were
cited for underage intoxication.

Oct. 8, 2:15 p.m.- A student
reported that his rear window had
been broken in the R-2 lot.

Oct. 7, 1:51 a.m.- A student observed
urinating in the O’Conner parking
lot was cited for indecency and
underage consumption.

Oct. 8, 9:00 p.m.- A non-student
who was a suspect in an off
campus robbery was escorted off
campus by police.

Oct. 7, 3:50 a.m.- Officers
investigating an alarm in Schmidt
Fieldhouse found a non-student in
the building and sent the suspect
on his way.

Oct. 10, 2:09 a.m.- Cincinnati Fire
and Rescue transported a student
with possible alcohol poisoning
to Good SamaritanHospital. Two
o t h e r students were cited with
underage consumption.

Dance Marathon

Oct 11, 5:40 p.m.- A non-student
driving on Victory Parkway reported
that his front windshield was broken
by a baseball flying off the field.

Police Note
of the Week

Oct. 12, 2:20 p.m.- A student reported
the theft of an unattended wallet from
the third floor of the library. A suspect
was seen leaving the area very
quickly, but was never identified.

Oct 8. 8:48 p.m.- A student
returning from an event off
campus reported that his
car had been struck by three
bullets while driving through
Oak and Stanton streets in
Walnut Hills.

Oct. 13, 1:18 a.m.- A contract
employee working in Alter and
Hailstones halls reported major water
damage to the buildings caused by a
break in a water main.
Oct. 14, 2:36 a.m.- A contract
employee reported minor damage
to Schott Hall caused by a leak in a
coffee machine.
Oct. 14, 3:20 p.m.- A student
returning from fall break discovered
the door to his bedroom in the Village
had been damaged. There were no
signs of theft or forced entry.

There will be Dance Marathon
informational sessions held on
Wednesday, Oct. 17 and Thursday
Oct. 18, at 9:30 p.m. on the second
floor of the GSC in the SGA office. There will be free pizza for
all who attend. For more information, contact xudm@xu.edu.

Halloween Haunt
In celebration of Halloween,
the Student Activities Council is
sponsoring a trip to the Halloween
Haunt at Kings Island on Friday,
Oct. 26 from 7 p.m.-2 a.m. Most
rides will be open and there will
be haunted attractions to view.
Tickets are only $10 and will be
sold Oct. 17-19 from 11:30 a.m.
- 2:30 p.m. in Gallagher. Contact
SAC for more information at
x3534 or IM: whatsupwithsac.

Noon music
The Xavier University Department of Music will host a Music
at Noon concert on Wednesday,
Oct. 17, at noon in Long Recital
Hall. Violinist You-na Doh and
Xavier student Brittany MacWilliams will be featured. For more
information contact tatmant@
xavier.edu or call x3801.

Manresa Core
There will be an informational
session on how to become a part
of the Manresa Core team on
Wednesday, Oct. 17 at 8:30 p.m.
in room 214 in the GSC. The Manresa Core 2007 will be discussing
the benefits and responsibilities of
Core. These information sessions
are open to students who have previously participated as Manresa
Orientation Team members. Position descriptions and applications
will be available at the information session. Contact busamla@
xavier.edu or call x4879 for more
information.

GBLTA-Z
The Xavier Alliance will be
hosting an interactive presentation entitled “Everything I Should
Have Known, But Nobody Bothered to Teach Me” on Thursday,
Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. in room 214 of
the GSC. The presentation will
focus on the basics of the GLBT
community, such as common
terms, stereotypes and assumptions. This event is part one of
the Xavier University Safe Zone
program. For more information,
contact xualliance@xavier.edu
or call x8887.

E/RS lecture
There will be a lecture entitled
“Women’s Future in Afghanistan” as part of the E/RS lecture
series ‘Ethics and Globalization’
on Sunday, Oct. 21 at 7 p.m. in
the Schiff Family Conference
Center. Farooka Gauhari will be
speaking. For more information,
contact ersxavier@yahoo.com or
call x3279.
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- staff editorial Was it over when Res Life
bombed Pearl Harbor?
We’re really getting the impression that Residence Life doesn’t respect
students very much.
Take their policy of sending letters home to parents when students
receive alcohol violations. We think this is the single most offensive and
degrading policy towards students at this university, period.
“The first time they get caught drinking at Xavier, the student gets
a ‘get out of jail free’ card. The second time, we want mom and dad to
know. When parents get a letter from the dean, they usually have a pretty
good conversation with their child,” said Director of Residence Life Lori
Lambert in a recent edition of the Cincinnati Post.
Aside from Ms. Lambert’s questionable claim that students receive
a “get out of jail free card” for their first alcohol violation (the Student
Handbook states that first time offenders incur “a $25 fine and/or educational sanction”), she assumes that the best way to communicate with
students is to have their parents scold them.
When studying this “letter home” policy of ResLife, we fail to see how
they’re treating us any different than 4 year-olds. ResLife is essentially
saying to all Xavier students “If you’re bad, we’re going to tell on you
to your mommy.”
This July, Ms. Lambert told the Howard Center for Family, Religion &
Society that “students know about the movie ‘Animal House,’ and that’s
what they think they’re supposed to do at college.”
Well no, Ms. Lambert, that’s not what we think that we’re supposed
to do at college.
We think we’re supposed to make friends, get an education and most
importantly, grow and mature as human beings.
And frankly, we can’t see how ResLife’s “telling mommy” policy is
helping anyone to grow or mature at all.

On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH
45207-2129.
The staff editorial is written by a different staff
member each week and does not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. It is also not the
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
editor to write it.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The

statements and opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those of editors or general staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
Patrick Stevenson, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed to Ellie
Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.
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Passionate for change Norwood’s
As a member of Advocates for
I just read an article about a
Animals for a year and a half, I Texas man that nailed and ductwould like to address the false im- taped three tabby cats to a board.
pressions which the cartoon in the That instance alone, separate from
Oct. 3 issue of the Newswire gave all the other, much larger, animal
about this organization.
injustices that Advocates speaks
I too once thought that animal against, ignites a human passion
advocacy puts poverty on an in- in me that wants to act. I cannot
ferior level, but now I see that’s and will not ignore the cruelty that
very untrue. Though there are happens right in front of us, on our
exceptions, most animal advocates plates, in our cups, in our shampoos
seek a peaceful and more equal and make-up, in our closets, on
relationship between people and commercials and in the movies.
animals. We don’t choose animals
If you don’t know what those
over humans, and many of us would things mean, or you think they’re
even consider ourselves humanitar- funny, overplayed or ridiculous,
ians.
then you are gravely uninDid the cartoonist
formed about a massacre
considered putting
that you support every
ADVOCATES
names like “Xavier
day.
Club Football” or
FOR ANIMALS
Don’t ask a per“Outdoor Club,”
son
to set aside their
at
instead?
passion. Don’t asXAVIER
I mean no ofsume that they don’t
fense to these orgaunderstand what they
nizations, but they and
are up against. The mere
most other clubs on campus
fact that we are trying against
don’t actively fight poverty either. such odds should be enough. Ask
Advocates for Animals, like so a person why they do what they
many clubs, seeks to make a dif- do. As long as we are fighting
ference.
and seeking a change, why do we
We aren’t a bunch of soft-hearted fight against each other instead of
animal lovers that can’t let a single alongside each other?
squirrel go hungry. There are real
I do not ignore poverty. That
terrors out there.
someone would be as dim as to
I recently watched a video of think fighting for one cause means
a raccoon being sliced, thrown, ignoring all the others shocks me. I
slammed and peeled for its fur. It am not ignorant and I am not cold.
was alive too, before, during and Nor am I weak. The fight against
after.
injustice in any form takes strength,
There are thousands of similar and I applaud anyone who does it.
examples of animals being used I would never degrade them by
for experimentation, clothing, food, saying their work is less than my
entertainment and even companion- own.
animal torture. All of these affect
us, even if we don’t exploit animals
—Allison Hetzell
or animal byproducts.
Class of ‘10

Autobahn

As residents of the Village
Apartments, we have to cross Dana
Avenue at least twice every day.
There is nothing like playing human
“Frogger” on Norwood’s version of
the Autobahn.
We have proposed to a Student
Government senator the idea of a
walk bridge over Dana, but this
proposal was rejected because the
idea had already been presented and
SGA refused to support it because
they felt that not enough students
would use the bridge.
The most disturbing fact about
this situation is that SGA refuses
to act or present the idea to the
administration.
The students elect these people
to office with the hopes that they
will be the voice of the student
body. In Article VII of the SGA’s
constitution it states that the elected
officers vow to “always act in the
best interest of the students.”
Is it not in the best interest of
the students to survive the walk
to class?
What is it going to take for
something to be done about this
situation, a fatality and a lawsuit?
If neither SGA nor the administration takes this seriously they should
come and walk across Dana.
Maybe when they are face-toface with a Yukon Denali flying like
a bat out of hell around the bend
of the Norwood Autobahn they
will take some action to ensure the
safety of the students and faculty
who cross Dana every day.

Hopeless romantic
I am writing this in response to
the article, “Bring Back the Love”
(Oct. 3). It is my feeling that the
author of that article made many
generalized statements about the
men on this campus.
Saying that chivalry and romance is nonexistent for some men
at Xavier University is a statement
that I would agree with.
Yet, all men do not just want
something physical, and some of
us, myself included, still believe in
practicing chivalry and courtship.
Since the author wants the

“love” to be brought back, it is my
feeling that I should represent the
romantic men on this campus.
I want to prove to the author that
there are some chivalrous men left

In regard to the staff editorial
“We just want to talk” (Sept. 26), I
want to share with you the proactive
steps that the Student Government
Association has already taken to
resolve this concern.
In response to a survey of the
Xavier community which indicated
students’ desire for increased communication with the administration,
the Student Government Executives
moved to address this concern.
Our hope is that student-administrator discussion forums will give
students a chance to speak with
administrators face-to-face, share
their opinions and provide feedback
on important issues from students’
perspectives.
The increased communication
between staff and students will

ultimately benefit both parties.
This summer I contacted 10
Xavier administrators to propose
the idea.
I received positive feedback and
commitments from Fr. Michael
Graham, S.J., David Dodd, John
Kucia, Gary Massa, Dr. Luther
Smith and Dr. Kathleen Simons.
Since the administration also
identified increased communication
between students and staff as a priority, the administration and student
government decided to team up and
host the event together.
The first student-administration
forum is slated to take place on
Monday, Dec. 3, with more details
to come.
This type of event is important
because students recognize the

Photo courtesy of beautyfromtheheart.org

—Patrick Foley
Class of ‘09
—Thaddeus Winker
Class of ‘10

at this university.
As she writes in this article, “if
those brave souls, (guys), do muster
the courage to ask a girl out on a
‘date’, they might be pleasantly
surprised.”
Well here is that brave soul you
are looking for!
I am asking the author of this
article to have dinner with me, so
that I may show her what chivalry
and romance really are.
—Andrew Lonnen
Class of ‘11

Taking steps for the students

value and input they have to offer
while attending a private Jesuit
university.
New ideas, people and issues
constantly circulate through this
institution allowing for continual
progress and change.
The feedback students will provide at the forum can be used to
address current concerns and make
changes that will be in place long
after they graduate.
I hope that all Xavier students
will take advantage of this opportunity to lend their valuable
opinions to help improve campus
and student life.
—Craig Scanlon
SGA Legislative Vice President
Class of ‘09

Opinions & EDITORIALS
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With Jeff McMurray

“If you could ask Fr. Graham any question, what would it be?”

Michaela Collins
Class of ‘08

“Why aren’t there
more dining options at night?”

“Why does Xavier
want to shut down
all the bars around
campus?”

Shamea Knight
Class of ‘08
“Why is parking
always difficult?”

Ashley Skeuse
Class of ‘08
“Why was the
championship rifle
team cut?”

Carlton Rodrigo
Class of ‘09
“How do you enter the Commons
to get to your
apartment?”

Algis Aukstuolis
Class of ‘08
“Why don’t you go
to senior night at
Dana’s?”

Melinda Jennings
Class of ‘09
“Why are upper
classmen still
fighting for housing?”

Tim Conroy
Class of ‘10
“How much do
you bench?”

P.S. Press Conference

Editor’s Note: The following is a organizations at Xavier, rather than
transcript of a press conference that helping to diffuse any tensions.
PS: I’m sorry, that wasn’t really
Newswire Editor-in-Chief Patrick
Stevenson held due to recent con- a question. Stop editorializing.
Q: Wait, this press conference is
troversial events at Xavier.
Q: Mr. Stevenson, several Xavi- made up isn’t it?
PS: If possible, I’d like to refrain
er officials showed up at my door
the other day and accused my room- from existentialist discussion.
Q: What did you think about
mates and me of throwing a massive party where we served large SGA’s Friday night shuttle to
amounts of alcohol to underage Newport?
PS: That was an absolutely trestudents. This accusation is simmendous idea. Anyone who
ply untrue; we had a small
transports me to Hofbrau
gathering of friends who
Haus is a true hero.
were all 21. Is there any
Q: In light of Dedway to convince these
rick Finn’s recent arrest,
people that we aren’t
I find the new Xavier
criminals?
basketball billboard on
PS: It’s very simple reCleneay Avenue and
ally. Don’t have fun, don’t
Montgomery Road
talk about having fun,
pat
rather ironic. Does
don’t pretend to have
fun and don’t even talk Stevenson Xavier’s marketing
department have any connection to
about pretending to have fun.
Q: I heard that at a recent SGA reality whatsoever?
PS: The “Power of X” is mismeeting, an “opinion entry” that
condemned the Newswire for being representative PR.
Q: Hey, my friend almost got
“disrespectful” to SGA was filed.
If they have a problem with the killed on the Dana Deathtrap the
Newswire, shouldn’t they address other day. Can Xavier do something
their concerns directly to you? It to fix that?
PS: Please, Xavier has better
seems like this “opinion entry” is
only serving to galvanize animos- things to do than worrying about
ity between two prominent student protecting your silly little lives.

Did you know we’re the number
two non-doctoral university in the
Midwest? IT TAKES WORK TO
BE BETTER THAN WISCONSIN-PLATTEVILLE!
Q: My friends in SAC were really upset with the Newswire after
the article about the lack of a fall
concert came out. They said they
were going to get one, but they have
never announced the concert that
early. Now that it appears they’re
not going to get one at all, and that
the Newswire was right all along,
do you feel vindicated?
PS: No comment. I’d like to take
this opportunity to reiterate how
much I like the Newport shuttle.
Q: How big does your ego have
to be to write about your own made
up press conference?
A: Half the size of Estonia. Give
or take a few square miles.
Q: Dude! I learned the dance to
Soulja Boy’s “Crank That” on YouTube! Want me to show you?
PS: Go to hell.
Q: Do you know why no one’s
doing anything to fix the shuttle
system?
PS: Because everyone’s busy
whining about the student newspaper and harassing students who live
off-campus in their own homes.

So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
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Drew Wyborski
Class of ‘09
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Virtue in vegetarianism
A recent cartoon in the Newswire heart attacks, strokes, diabetes and
implied that persons concerned for numerous other health problems.
animals are not concerned about For details, see the website of the
the wellbeing of humans. This is, Physicians Committee for Reof course, untrue.
sponsible Medicine, www.pcrm.
Most persons working to im- org/health.
prove conditions for animals are
Vegetarianism also benefits
also active in a wide array of human humans by decreasing human
rights activities. Moreover, concern participation in cruelty and by fosfor animals (particularly in the form tering compassion. Animals raised
of vegetarianism) is itself highly in modern factory farms (which
beneficial to humans, with positive includes almost all the animals
impacts on world hunger, ecology, sold in conventional supermarkets)
human health and the fostering of are subjected to horrendous condicompassion.
tions.
Modern methods of meat proChickens, for example, are
duction are extremely inefficient. crammed together in very tiny
It takes approximately 12 pounds cages, often four to six birds in
of protein in the form of grains a space smaller than a piece of
and beans fed to a cow to produce newspaper. They are unable to
one pound of beef protein. The even open their wings. The birds
remainder of this protein (over 90 never leave their cages, except to
percent) and the majority of most be slaughtered. Because they try
other nutrients are lost to human to peck at each other when kept in
consumption.
such close quarters, their beaks are
This inefficiency results in the
routinely cut off. Often their
world’s meat-eaters consumwebbed feet grow around the
ing highly disproportionate
wire of their cages.
amounts of the world’s food
Similar inhumane condiresources, while nearly a
tions characterize the raisbillion people experience
ing of most other animals
chronic hunger.
(see www.factoryfarming.
Adopting a vegetarian
org).
diet or reducing meat
The importance of
consumption won’t by
compassion for animals
itself put an end to
and a vegetarian diet
john
hunger (broader issues
has been recognized
SNIEGOCKI by many of the world’s
of structural injustice
need to be addressed as well), but prominent moral thinkers. “The
such reductions in meat consump- greatness of a nation and its moral
tion are one integral part of the progress,” said Gandhi, “can be
needed response.
judged by the way its animals are
With regard to ecology, a recent treated.”
United Nations report found that
Albert Einstein said, “Nothing
the world’s livestock industry is will benefit human health and inresponsible for more greenhouse crease chances of survival for life
gas emissions than all forms of on earth as much as the evolution
transportation (cars, trucks, air- to a vegetarian diet.” A vegetarian
planes, etc.) combined.
diet is a powerful way of affirmResearchers at the University of ing nonviolence, compassion for
Chicago have found that switching animals, concern for the hungry,
from a conventional meat-based care for the earth and care for our
diet to a vegan diet actually saves own health.
more energy than switching from
A couple good books on these
driving an SUV to driving a hy- topics include “The Food Revolubrid.
tion: How Your Diet Can Help Save
The livestock industry is also Your Life and the World” and “Diet
a major contributor to deforesta- for a New America,” both by John
tion, water pollution, depletion of Robbins. Good websites include the
groundwater supplies, desertifica- Christian Vegetarian Association
tion and other serious ecological (www.christianveg.org), Compasproblems. Reducing the amount sion Over Killing (www.cok.net)
of meat in one’s diet is one of the and Vegan Outreach (www.vegmost positive ecological acts that anoutreach.org). Some excellent
one can take.
vegetarian recipes can be found at
Human health is another im- www.vegkitchen.com.
portant concern. Many studies
Dr. John Sniegocki is an Assishave shown that vegetarians have tant Professor in the Department
significantly lower rates of cancer, of Theology.
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‘Madness’ to set in
Saturday night

photo courtesy goxavier.com

Sophomore Derrick Brown is
poised to win his third consecutive slam dunk contest.
While the season officially started last Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday
will be the opener for Xavier Nation.
This Saturday at 6 p.m. the
Xavier men’s and women’s basketball teams will have their annual
Skyline Chili Musketeer Madness
Celebration.
The event will feature intrasquad scrimmages, a dunk contest featuring two-time defending
champion junior Derrick Brown,
prize give-aways such as electronics and trips, and the All-American
Frisbee Dogs.
There will be pizza at the Party
on the Plaza at 4 p.m. before the
gates open at 5 p.m.
Admission is free and open to
the public.

Muskies ‘Dig For
The Cure’ vs. UD
This Friday the Xavier volleyball team will go for their second
win over a ranked opponent this
season as they take on rival and 12th
rated Dayton in the second annual
“Dig For The Cure” match.
The Muskies are 18-6 including
a victory on Sept. 14 over No. 14
Cal Poly, and ride into the game on
a seven game winning streak.
Dayton is on its longest winning
streak in school history at 21-0.
The winner of the contest will
take sole possession of first place
in the Atlantic 10 Conference West
Division as both teams come in at
8-0 in conference play.
Fans are encouraged to wear
pink to support breast cancer,
and money will be donated to the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Awareness Center for every dig in
the match.

The Xavier Newswire

Seven straight, and counting
Volleyball, 8-0 in A-10 play, streaking as Dayton showdown looms
paul moeller
Associate Sports Editor

It is not often that a volleyball
squad from Brookings, S.D., boards
a plane and travels 927 miles due
southeast. It is even less likely that
such a team’s end destination would
be Cintas Center, a playing facility
on a college campus in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
However, such was the case
two weeks ago when the South
Dakota State University Jackrabbits came to town for a less-thanheated contest against the Xavier
Musketeers.
The Xavier netters swept SDSU
in three games with scores of 30-18,
30-23 and 30-28. Leading the way
for the Musketeers was senior Jill
Quayle, sophomore Kelly Ruth and
freshman Claire Paszkiewicz.
Quayle notched an astounding
.625 hitting percentage while Ruth
tallied her ninth double-double of
the year with 10 kills and 16 digs.
Paszkiewicz dished out 31 assists
in her setting efforts. \
Freshman Katie Russell and senior Jenni Horvath crept up the kill
board, roping 13 and 10 winners,
respectively.
Then off to a double-date in the
Keystone State, the XU volleyball
squad visited Philadelphia to face
La Salle on Oct. 5 and Temple on
Oct. 6. The Musketeers took care of
business, preserving their unbeaten
Atlantic 10 record.
Starting off on Friday against the
La Salle Explorers, the Musketeers
cruised to a 3-0 victory at the hands
of Quayle and sophomore Hillary
Otte. The dynamic duo plastered
12 kills a piece, attacking from both

Lav named
candidate for
Cousy Award
John LaFollette
Sports Editor

Senior Drew Lavender has been
named an official candidate for the
Bob Cousy Award, according to
officials at the Basketball Hall of
Fame, which sponsors the annual
award for the nation’s best point
guard.
Lavender averaged 15.3 points
and 6.3 assists per game over Xavier’s last 12 games last season.
“Drew emerged as one of the
premiere players at his position in
all of college basketball from midJanuary until the NCAA Tournament a year ago,” said men’s head
basketball coach Sean Miller.
A member of the Atlantic 10 AllConference Second Team and an
A-10 All-Championship Team pick,
Lavender averaged 11.2 points and
4.8 assists in his first season of
eligibility since transferring from
Oklahoma.
“His assist-to-turnover ratio,
his 3-point shooting percentage
and his defensive performances all
added up to make him a very special
player,” Miller added.
“This season I fully expect him
to pick up where he left off from a
year ago and have a terrific senior
campaign,” he said.

photo courtesy goxavier.com

Freshman setter Claire Paszkiewicz had 31 assists against SDSU.

the inside and outside of the net.
Their efforts were aided by the
sophomore team of Ruth and Lauren Kaminsky, who each had 10
digs. Paszkiewicz was again in a
giving mood, passing out 23 assists
for the match. The win improved
Xavier to 15-6 overall and a perfect
5-0 in conference.
The following afternoon, the
Muskies traveled across town to
duel with the Temple Owls. This
match would prove to be much
more of a challenge; it took a decisive fifth game for the Musketeers
to emerge victorious.
Ruth rocketed a career-high 21
kills , Otte smashed 19, and Quayle
notched 18 for the Musketeers.
Ruth also scooped up 12 digs en
route to her 10th double-double of
the season while Quayle recorded
eight total blocks.
However, leading the Mus-

Regular leaders Ruth and Quayle
highlighted the statistical columns
again the following evening as
Xavier handed defeat to yet another
A-10 opponent, the George Washington Colonials.
Again winning by a 3-0 sweep,
the Musketeers have now won
seven consecutive matches and nine
of their last 10.
Freshmen Chelsea Campbell,
Noelle Spitler and Shannon Voors
all saw some third game action for
the Xavier squad.
Although the Muskies are a
perfect 8-0 in the Atlantic 10, so
is their next opponent, the Dayton
Flyers.
But the Flyers’ win streak does
not stop outside conference play. In
fact, it has not stopped this season.
The Dayton squad sits at No. 12
in the nation with a perfect 21-0
record.
The match is set for 7 p.m. this
Friday and has been declared the
second annual “Dig for the Cure”
match.

keteers in the dig column was
Kaminsky and junior Jen Welsh,
each with 14.
The Owls took control of the
match early by swooping in to take
the first two games, but Xavier
stayed hungry.
Fighting back from the 0-2 deficit, the Muskies rallied to take the
third and fourth games with scores
of 30-25 and 30-26.
They carried the momentum into
the fifth game and caged the Owls
for good by the score of 15-6.
With their A-10 unbeaten streak
still intact, the XU netters returned
home to Cintas Center for some fall
break action against two more East
Coast opponents.
Facing the Charlotte 49ers, the
Musketeers were again victorious.
The Xavier netters sweept the
49ers by scores of 30-24, 30-24
and 30-21.
The magic number was “14” for
the Musketeers, with Otte leading
the squad with 14 kills and Horvath
recording a team-high 14 digs.

Netters by the Numbers
The Xavier Volleyball team has compiled a perfect record in
conference play, having won seven straight games and nine of
its last 10. Here are some stats from the streak:
Name

Kills

Digs

Aces

Assists

Blocks

Pts./gm

Jill Quayle

103

9

0

1

32

17.1

Kelly Ruth

75

90

7

5

23

13.5

Jenni Horvath 56

59

5

24

12

9.6

Jen Welsh

38

6

176

0

2.1
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I wanna kn-kn-kn-know wha-what’s your...

Fantasy Football Report
with Tyler Grote

locks:

Thomas Jones definitely gets a RB spot this week. Want to know when one of your
RBs is going to quite possibly have a season-high game? Check and see if they play a
depleted Bengals defense. Ask Larry Johnson about that.
Another RB that you’re going to want to play this week is Reggie Bush. Considering the fact that he only has two TDs and only averaging a little under 50 yards a
game, I could see why many people have gone a different route. This week, however,
Bush lines up against an Atlanta defense that is allowing almost 140 yards per game
on the ground.
Is it possible to actually recommend starting someone from the Raven’s Offense?
Sure it is, that’s why I’m going to recommend three people from the Ravens.

Docks:

Denver brings to the table the 5th best passing offense in the league. And any
other week I’d call you nuts for doing this, but this week, maybe sitting Jay Cutler
down and giving one of your back-up QBs a spot start would do you some good.
Ponder: the Broncos are playing the top-ranked rushing defense and number-two
overall passing defense of the Pittsburgh Steelers.
I called this before and I’ll call it again: Consider letting Jon Kitna and/or Roy
Williams take a break this week. They play a menacing Tampa Bay Buccaneers
defense that is only allowing a little under 20 points per game and have taken the
ball away from opposing offenses seven times. Just some food for thought.

photo courtesy images.usatoday.com

Todd Heap, Derrick Mason and Willie McGahee are set to play the league’s
worst run defense and the 24th ranked passing defense. If Kyle Boller and/or Steve
McNair feel like showing up or can simply put the ball in the air, any one of these
guys can give you some big numbers this week.
For the second week straight, make sure Larry Johnson
is in that starting line up. Oakland is allowing almost 150 rushing yards per
game.

photo courtesy espn.go.com
photo courtesy askthecommish.com

I thought Justin Fargas would be a great pick up last week, considering the fact
that he was doing nothing but producing. But hey, Lamont Jordan is the Raiders’
starter and coach Lane Kiffin won’t try anything else it seems. Dock him.

shocks:
I don’t see a lot of sleepers this week. If Jamal Lewis is going to remain out, do the smart thing and go grab Jason Wright, the back up running back out of Cleveland.
He found his way into the end zone. Unfortunately, they have a bye, but he makes a great addition for a spot start.
It could be Shaun Alexander’s week this week...could be. My thoughts on him are that I don’t see much production until that cast comes off. That being said, he also
plays St. Louis this week, a team that not only has not produced a win, but is allowing nearly 140 yards on the ground per game. Maybe we have something here...

- Paid Advertisement -

Health care delivery
is changing.

HEALTH SERVICES
ADMINIS TR ATION

Watch it or

GR ADUATE
PROGR AMS

LEAD IT.

Full- and part-time programs | Small class size
Paid residencies | Practicum opportunities | Mentoring and networking
Long-term care concentration | Optional M.H.S.A. / M.B.A. dual-degree program

Fall open house
Oct. 24, 2007
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Schiff Family Conference
Center at the Cintas Center
visit us online at

Take the lead. Explore the
many rewards of a career in
the rapidly expanding world
of health care administration.

Come for food, fun and
information about
Xavier’s Health Services
Administration program.

www.xavier.edu/mhsa or call 513 745-3687
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Cheers for Jane and her book club
Stephanie Metz
Asst. Campus News Editor

“It is a truth universally acknowledged” that Jane Austen is
just as interesting today as she was
over 200 years ago.
While the movie “The Jane
Austen Book Club” is not canon
Austen the way 2005’s “Pride and
Prejudice” was, it is a look at the
way modern viewers (and readers) interpret Austen. Based on
Karen Joy Fowler’s book of the
same name, the movie follows
a book club of five women and
one man who each read Austen’s
six novels. Don’t worry if you
haven’t read the books (although
seriously, it’s Jane Austen, at least
read “Pride and Prejudice”). The
book discussions are more about
each character’s point of view than
literary analysis.
The casting is superb; each actor
is a perfect fit for his or her character. The characters are familiar and

Want more Jane Austen? Here are some
great books that continue the saga of our
beloved characters:
“Mr. Darcy’s Story”
by Janet Almyer

One of the many book club meetings.
comforting like a neighbor down
the street. Amy Brenneman and
Maria Bello in particular stood out
among a great ensemble. Both fully
embodied their characters without
going overboard. Hugh Dancy was
also charming as Grigg, a modern

photo courtesy rottentomatoes.com

American take on the legendary worked well within the film.
Of course, Austen’s sense of huMr. Darcy. Each actor made his or
her character interesting without mor is an important part of the film
overshadowing the larger story as well. The opening credits are
filled with the infuriating yet
and other charhilarious probacters.
lems of everyThe movie’s
day life that set
other strength
the scene for the
is its ability to
Starring: Maria Bello, Emily
movie’s focus on
adapt Austen’s
Blunt, Amy Brenneman
real people.
acute percepRated: PG-13
This film
tions of human
Newswire Official Rating:
will not change
nature to our
your life and it
own time. The
will not win any
audience sees a
Oscars, but it is
divorce play out
entertaining and
in addition to a
courtship. Instead of being cold enjoyable. If you don’t have the
and aloof like Mr. Darcy, Grigg is time to read any Austen, “The Jane
overenthusiastic and a little nerdy. Austen Book Club,” this will satisfy
It may sound weird, but his char- your craving for laughter, love and
acter was refreshing to watch and human connection.

photo courtesy rottentomatoes.com

“Mr. Darcy Takes A
Wife”
by Linda Berdoll

Jane Austen

««««

Maria Bello and Hugh Dancy get comfortable.

“An Assembly Such
As This”
by Pamela Aidan

“Letters from
Pemberly”
by Jane Dawkins
“True Darcy Spirit”
by Elizabeth Aston
“Excessively
Diverted”
by Juliette Shapiro

WhaT Would you do WITh up To
That’s how much you can get when
you open a new checking account!
You’re in college. You need a checking account. You
definitely need extra cash. What are you waiting for?
• Open new checking account – get $50
• Keep account active for one year – get $50
• First overdraft fee waived (just in case) – worth $31
• Use debit card 10 times – get $25
• Sign up for E-statement – get $25
• Credit to cover 15 non-WesBanco $2 ATM fees – get $30
It all adds up to $211!
Visit your nearby WesBanco office today and get the
211 on earning up to $211. We’ll even throw in a free
T-shirt, bringing the grand total to $222!
See below for additional
information concerning bonuses.**

wesbanco.com

Finneytown 513-522-5551 • Harrison 513-367-6171 • Monfort Heights 513-741-5766
Montgomery 513-792-8600 • St. Bernard 513-641-1655 • Western Hills 513-451-0511
** Bonus for opening an account: A deposit must be made to open and activate an account to receive the bonus. Bonus will be credited to an open account 28 days after account is opened. Customer must sign up for a debit card to receive account opening bonus. Customers with a current checking account, or who
transfer funds from an existing WesBanco deposit account, are not eligible for $50 for opening a new checking account. One year bonus: Twelve months after an account has remained open, a $50 bonus will be credited. Overdraft fee waived: First overdraft fee within 90 days of account opening will be refunded.
Debit card purchases bonus: You must make ten debit card purchases within 90 days of account opening to earn bonus. Non-WesBanco ATM fees bonus: $30 bonus will be credited to account when debit card is used once within 90 days of account opening. All bonuses are subject to change without notice and
limited to one per customer. WesBanco Bank, Inc. is a member FDIC.
* Percentage of customers who would recommend WesBanco to a friend. Prime Performance, Inc. Survey.
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Radiohead’s “Rainbows”
jeff mcmurray
Feature News Editor

If you were given the option
to name your price for a CD, how
much would you pay? How about
$0.00? Is £5 too much?
With their new release “In Rainbows,” Radiohead is allowing their
fans to name their own price for the
CD. The groundbreaking album
has been years in the making for
the band from Britain, with most
of the songs on “In Rainbows”
stemming from unreleased material
Radiohead has played throughout
the years.
Released on Oct. 10, this is
Radiohead’s first major album to
be released without a label backing
it. This is because Radiohead filled
its contract with EMI Records to
record six albums.
Even though there is no major
label backing, you can tell that a lot
of time and effort went into making
Radiohead’s seventh album.
The CD starts off strong with
the song “15 Step.” The driving
percussion and upbeat guitar really set the stage for the rest of the
album.
Following “15 Step” the CD is a
masterful mix of guitar, percussion
and lyrics, sung by the powerful
Thom York.
One of the stronger points on
the CD comes from the song “Faust
Arp.” Fueled by York’s voice,
this acoustic song, finger picked
by Johnny Greenwood, is often
compared to the Beatles classic

Most of us have picked up a
dieting book before, only to be
confused or scared by what we find
inside. If the idea of a no carb, no
calorie, no fat diet doesn’t exactly
sound appealing, try reading “The
Dorm Room Diet” by Daphne Oz.
Oz is a student at Princeton
University and the daughter of a
cardiac surgeon. In her first year at
Princeton, she not only skipped the
“Freshman 15,” but lost 10 pounds
and became the healthiest she’s ever
been. In this book, she shares her
secrets of success through an easy
eight-step program.
Let’s be honest, a late night chow
session is usually in order after a
night out with friends. On top of
that, the selection of unhealthy food
at college, even in the cafeteria,
can be overwhelming. “The Dorm
Room Diet” is a readable guide to
begin altering your approach to the
food around you.
In sections like “Healthy Eating
101,” Oz describes where and how
to eat healthy at college, no matter
how busy your schedule may be.
Her tips and tools are ideal for any-

photo courtesy mtv.com

The band got their start in the 80s.
“Julia.”
Following “Faust Arp” is one
of the more unique songs on the
album, “Reckoning.” Reports of
when it was first played said it
featured a heavily distorted guitar
and different lyrics compared to
the now finished product. The only
carryovers from then are the name
of the song and one lyric.
The album closes with the
gloomy, piano driven “Videotape,”
which is a fitting close. What is
even more interesting is that it fits
the mold of the previous songs that
ended the various albums Radiohead has done.
Critics and fans credit the

body to use. The most important
thing to remember: It’s not an impossible feat to get fit at school!
If you are like me, you might
have a love-hate relationship with
exercise. Endorphins are amazing
and post-workout feels fabulous,
but getting yourself up and moving
is another issue.
Going to O’Connor Sports Center may or may not be your thing,
so there is an entire workout program designed to strengthen and
condition any body type. The best
part is that you can do the cardio,
strengthening, abdominal and
other workouts in your dorm room
without any fancy equipment or a
large space.
Towards the end of the program,
Oz includes everything you need
to know about supplements and
vitamins. Tools such as checklists
and organized charts make it easy to
keep track of what your body needs
and what it is actually getting. Yes,
we all like to have a good time, but
why not be relaxed and effective
when it comes to that killer chemistry test on Monday morning? It’s
important to learn how to de-stress
and unwind, which is exactly what

Live Wires
What’s Done in the Dark

@ Aronoff Center

Friday, Oct. 19
Nickel Creek
@ Madison Theater

Saturday, Oct. 20
Down
@ Bogarts

Tuesday, Oct. 23
Annie
@ Aronoff Center

Friday, Oct. 19-21

BRIEFS
Emily Hoferer, Editor
Arts & Entertainment Desk:
745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

Pumpkin carving
contest

strength of the album to Radiohead
working with longtime producer
Nigel Godrich after briefly working on the album with producer
Mark Stent.
As said before, the best part of
the album is that you can name your
own price for it. It’s fairly simple to
“purchase” and download. Just go
to www.inrainbows.com and follow
the directions.
Though if you are one of those
fans who needs more from their
album, you can purchase a special diskbox edition for $82. The
special edition comes with the full
album on CD as well as two 12”
vinyl records with made-to-order

artwork and lyric booklets.
Regardless of which version of
the album you get, you will not be
disappointed.

In Rainbows
by: Radiohead

Newswire Official Rating:

«««««

The new face of dorm diets
Maggie Prosser
Contributing Writer
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Ryan’s Xavier Sports Cafe
is holding a pumpkin carving
competition on Oct. 24. They
currently need 10 contestants to
compete in the contest that will
start at 7 p.m. Each contestant
will be given an hour to carve
his or her pumpkin. A prize will
be given for scariest pumpkin
carved and for most creatively
carved pumpkin. Pumpkins will
be provided. You must sign up at
Ryan’s by 5 p.m. the day of the
contest. Come at 7 p.m. to watch.

Aida
Come out and support XU Theater Arts as they present “Aida,” a
play by Elton John and Tim Rice.
With a Tony and Grammy Awardwinning score, “Aida” is an epic
and classic tale of a love-triangle,
which tests the boundaries of
loyalty, betrayal and courage.
Performances are at 7:30 p.m. Oct.
18-21 and Oct. 20 at 1:30 p.m. in
the GSC Theatre. Tickets are $5
for XU students, staff and faculty
and $15 for general admission.

Karaoke night
Think you can sing? Belt your
heart out during karaoke night
from 9-11 p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 18 at Ryan’s. Come and
show off your musical talents
and enjoy $0.25 wings. Music
and wings, what’s not to love?

Late Night Snack

photo courtesy booksamillion.com

this book is capable of teaching.
We’re still young. Our habits
aren’t set in stone. There is no excuse not to get in shape and create
a healthy lifestyle for ourselves,

especially when it is this easy. Read
Daphne Oz’s “The Dorm Room
Diet” and get on your way to looking good, feeling great, and keeping
it that way!

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or after October 16...
Angie Stone The Art of Love and War (Stax) ... Kid Rock Rock and
Roll Jesus (Atlantic) ... Alter Bridge Blackbird (Universal Republic) ...
Kenna Make Sure They See My Face (Interscope Records).		
					
...All dates are tentative.

The GSC Late Night Snack for October will be McDonalds breakfast
and a “Boy Meets World” video
marathon. The snack will take
place on Thursday, Oct. 18 at 10
p.m. in the GSC food court. Free
to XU students with All Card.

CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS

12 week of october 17, 2007

wednesdaY
October 17

Whatever happened to those
wonderful fables we used to hear in
the days of yore? Back when kings
and queens and bishops and women
of ill-repute would tell stories with
powerful lessons from dawn until
dusk?
Those stories were much more
than a simple pastime…they always
contained profound lessons about
humanity, morality and the meaning of life.
Plus, they always had talking
animals and talking animals make
me giggle.
I thereby therefore thusly dedicate this week’s issue to those old
fables, hear ye, hear ye.
The first story starts with a
simple music concert. The concert
took place on a day very much like
today in a place very much like Long
Recital Hall on a campus very much
like Xavier’s at a time very close
to noon…only it was in a land far,
far away.
There in the land named Animalville, there lived an animal
named Platypus. Nobody loved
Platypus because he was goofylooking and had a silly-sounding
name. In return, he loved nobody
because he was scared to feel emotions.
Then, one day Platypus went all
the way up to the moon on a rocket
ship fueled by hope and dreams.
(Note: Do not try this at home!
Having hope and dreams can be
very dangerous and should not be
attempted without the supervision of
an adult who can keep your reality
in check!)

Calendar City
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to hansenb@xavier.edu.

Thursday

Saturday

On the moon, Platypus met a
creature named Jellabiddi. Jellabiddi looked goofier than Platypus
and his name was certainly sillier,
so Platypus pointed at him and let
out a huge guffaw. He traveled back
to earth feeling much better about
himself. Lesson learned: The key
to feeling better about yourself is
bringing others down.
Xavier Players presents “Aida”
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the GSC
Theater.
There will be a Late Night Snack
tonight in the GSC Foodcourt at 10
p.m. with McDonalds breakfast.
McDonalds breakfast reminds
me of another old tale from the
home country...

It’s Family Weekend and I hope
whoever is reading this is reading
it in the comfort of your family’s
loving arms.
I’ll be reading it from the isolation of my computer’s cold glow...
but I’m not looking for pity.
If I wanted to get out I know
there’s plenty I could do onc ampus,
like “Aida” at 1:30 p.m. or 7:30 p.m.
not to mention the various activities all around campus to celebrate
parents.
Why, I know if I wanted to there
would be plenty of fun things to do
in this community.
But, I’d rather stay indoors like
Pineapple did on that fateful Christmas Eve...

October 18

Friday
October 19

Back in the land of Animalville,
there once lived a small, easilyfrightened, furry creature called
Ferret. Ferret was a loner by choice.
He was very quick and could
run away from awkward social
situations quite easily, so he never
learned to adapt to being uncomfortable like the other creatures.
You see, all the animals in
Animalville constantly ran into
awkward situations.

October 20

Read about Platypus and the other
animals in Animalville!
Like the time Tiger asked Orangutan to go to see “Aida” at 7:30 p.m.
in the GSC Theater and Orangutan
was all like “I dunno” and Tiger was
like “Oh, come on” and Orangutan
was like “But, see, I’ve been kind of
seeing Penguin” and Tiger was all,
“What’s Penguin got that I don’t?”
and Orangutan was like, “Well, lots
of stuff” and Tiger started gnawing
at Orangutan’s leg before he heard
any more.
That’s how it went down.
The point is, different animals
have different ways of dealing with
things and Ferret’s way was always
to run away.
So, one time Ferret was eating a
big breakfast cooked by Seahorse
when he started criticizing the food
even though he kept eating it.
Seahorse kept feeding Ferret
until Ferret could no longer move,
then Seahorse punched his lights out
for being such a jerk.
Lesson learned: Never insult
Seahorse. Also, animals are much
better to eat than to listen to.

Sunday
October 21
You see Pineapple used to love
frolicking in the snow.
Farooka Gauhari, who will be
speaking tonight from 7-8:30 p.m.
on “Women in Afghanistan” in the
Schiff Family Conference Center
tonight doesn’t know this particular
story.
Anyway, one Christmas Eve,
it began to snow very heavily and
Pineapple was preparing to play like
he did every Christmas Eve.
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Monday
October 22

Unfortunately, this particular
Christmas Eve, Pineapple went out
to his sled and found he had gotten
a ticket from his Animalville Police
Officer. Pineapple’s ticket said that
he had to pay $500 because they
needed funding for their Christmas
party and there weren’t enough real
problems to occupy them.
Pineapple was upset and confused. “But I’ve always parked my
sled here. I don’t understand why
I can’t park my sled here. Why?
What’s the meaning behind it all?”
Just then, he heard a heavenly
voice say unto him, “Pineapple. The
times they are a’changin’ my fruity
son. Animal Police no longer care
about your needs. They like your
money more. You must choose...
either take that sled out and live
your life like you should, or spend
the rest of your life pent up in your
room, scared of the world.”
Pineapple has never left his room
since.

Tuesday
October 23
Lesson learned: When you make
the laws, you’re above them.
Today is Academic Day. I will
be celebrating like the Swan... Ah,
the story of the Swan. The once
“ugly duckling” turned beautiful
Swan lives in a paradise world. All
day long, she floats gracefully in
semi-polluted water just waiting for
the day when her feathers fall off
and she is once again a grotesque
creature. Lesson learned: Never say
never...ever ever.

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Everybody’s records has the areas largest selection
of new and used cds and records. Specializing in
Rock, Alternative, Hard core, Punk, Indie, Hip-hop,
House, R&B, and Blues. We have an outstanding
selection of posters, stickers, buttons, music dvds,
and magazines. Located at 6106 Montgomery Road.

Large 3/4 bdrm apartment in Norwood. Great loHelp Wanted
cation! Walk to Xavier. 3 person- $800 per month. Elementary reading tutors needed for small group
4 person- $950 per month. Deposit- 1 month’s instruction. Training and materials provided. Various
rents. 4123 Huston Ave. Call Mike at 513-300-2382 Cincinnati locations. $15 an hour. Call Eileen Diamond

941-4812 or email diamondeducation@fuse.net.
5-6 bedroom avail. 2008/2009 school year,
10 or 12 month lease, large house, 2 kitch- Babysitters needed for Northern Cincinnati families.
ens, Balcony, Deck, C/A, off street parking, Starts $8 per hour. Must have own car. Apply at www.
For Rent
Free Laundry, Free Cable + Internet, Free Wa- TheSitterConnection.com or call 513-898-9857.
Houses For Rent 2 Blocks from Campus. 2, 3, ter, 10 min walk to campus. Call 702-8251.
Travel
and 4 bedroom houses available for this winter, next summer and next school year, 2 blocks House for rent. 6+ bedrooms. 4 bathrooms. Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
from campus, clean, fully equipped, off street park- 1/4 mile from campus. 50x9 covered porch. Free. Call for group discounts. Best Deals Guarening, laundry, next to other student housing, please 25x10 living room. Dynamite Student Hous- teed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S. PaCall Mark 604-5159. dre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com ing. $1200/month.















